1) **Undergraduate Matters**

Departmental Representative: Groth  
Seniors: McDonald*, Aizenman, Lieb  
Juniors: Romalis*, Halyo, Huse  
Advanced Placement Officer: Fowler  
Recruitment Officer: Meyers*, Jones  

2) **Graduate Matters**

Director of Graduate Studies: Sondhi  
Graduate Admission Chair: Yazdani  
Prelims Chair: Ong  
Generals Experiment: Happer  

**Prelims:** Calaprice, Jau, Klebanov, Seiringer, Tully  
**Admissions:** Haldane, Hasan(f)#, Herzog, Olsen, Polyakov, Shaevitz(f)#, Staggs, Wang  
**Core Curriculum**†: Klebanov* plus others teaching core graduate courses  

3) **Colloquia, Endowed Lectures and Outreach**

Steinhardt*, Bialek, Brinkman, Happer, Huse, Petta  

4) **Infrastructure and Personnel:**

**Personnel Committee:** Callan*, Gettelfinger, Marlow, Page  
**Computing/Web Committee:** Gubser*, Galbiati, Marlow, Pretorius  
**Library:** Lieb  
**Safety Committee:** Gettelfinger*, Olsen, Page  

**Shops & Infrastructure:** Staggs*, Jarosik, Petta, Tully  

*Committee chair  
†The Core Curriculum committee consists of the Chair, DGS, and the instructors of the core courses.  
#f denotes that the appointment is just for the first read through the folders.